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ABSTRACT: Temporary casings are regularly used in the construction of rotary bored piles, to support the
pile bore in potentially unstable soils and also to prevent water ingress from loose or water logged soils. The
preferred method of removal of casing is by pulling with a crawler crane. However, the magnitude of force
generated, particularly during the initial stage of casing extraction, is unknown. This paper describes a series
of 50g centrifuge tests designed to model the casing and surrounding soil during extraction by crane. In each
test different sized model casings were installed at various embedment depths into a layer of clay overlain by
a well-graded sand to provide an array of data. The depth of granular overburden was varied from 60 mm to
120 mm to allow for assessment of the influence of this material on the extraction force whilst the casing sizes modelled 900 mm and 1800 mm prototypes.
1 INTRODUCTION
Temporary casings are routinely used in the construction of rotary bored piles, to support the pile
bore in potentially unstable soils and also to prevent
water ingress from loose or water logged soils.
The extraction method of the temporary casings
has largely been selected on the basis of the judgment of experienced personnel and, in most cases,
has been successfully concluded. Where it is
thought that casings can be removed easily a handling crane is used to pull vertically. If it is thought
that the casing cannot be readily withdrawn then it
can be extracted by rotating with the hydraulic rig
used for excavating the piles although this leads to
reduced rates of production. If the judgment about
whether a casing can be withdrawn using a handling
crane is incorrectly made the results can be catastrophic. For example, where a crane is being used
the sudden failure of a hoist rope will in turn trigger
a sudden release of load on the boom, which may
cause it to fail dramatically as it whips back hard
against the stops and back over the cab. This may result in injury, death, damage to equipment and the
works under construction or even surrounding structures (Federation of Piling Specialists, 2010). Furthermore, a failure of the selected extraction method
will inevitably lead to delay and increased cost.
Many piling contractors operating in London and
elsewhere extract temporary casings with crawler
cranes; this operation will likely involve both static
load whilst tension is being applied to the casing and

dynamic load at the point where the frictional forces
are overcome and the casing begins to ascend. The
extent of this force is unknown.
2 OBJECTIVES
The overall objective of this industry funded project
is to develop a series of rules of thumb, to provide
practitioners with a simple and effective method for
estimating extraction force. The project will be supplemented by a prototype scale parametric study,
though this is yet to be conducted and hence is not
reported here.
This project did not seek to derive the magnitude
of extraction force for given soil conditions, pile diameter, and embedment depth. This was thought to
be unrealistic owing to the vast number of variables
that could exist. Instead the primary objective was to
gain an insight into the factors affecting the casing
extraction force. With this information it may be
possible to correlate the impact a specific parameter
may have on the total extraction force. For example,
does the total extraction force double if the casing
penetration into the clay is increased from 0.5 m to
1.0 m?
3 SOIL MODEL
The tests were conducted in a standard City University London plane strain centrifuge strong-box with
plan dimensions of 200 mm x 550 mm and maxi-

mum
m soil depthh of approxiimately 300
0 mm. Standdard
Spesswhite Kaollin clay wass mixed to a water conntent
of 120% and cconsolidatedd in a hydraulic presss to
form
m a clay layeer into whicch model caasings couldd be
embeedded. T
The clay layer
l
was overlain w
with
crush
hed limestoone during model
m
makin
ng.
Th
he centrifugge samples were
w
preparred from sluurry
conssolidated unnder 800kPaa and allowed to swell under 400kPa,
4
resuulting in a sample
s
at 1g
g with an ovverconssolidation raatio of 2. Thhese consoliidation stressses
resullted in a soil sample thhat was firm
m but still eenabled easy and aaccurate moodel makin
ng and gavee an
undrrained shearr strength, Su, of around
d 50kPa.
The
T materiall selected for
f the oveerburden waas a
grey
y Devonian limestone sourced fro
om a quarryy in
Ashb
burton, New
wton Abbott, UK. It has been usedd by
prev
vious researcchers investtigating piliing mat behhaviour (Halai et all., 2012). The
T limeston
ne was seleccted
from
m a crushedd aggregatee stock pilee having beeing
passed throughh the crushiing, washin
ng and sorrting
plantt and conntained shaarp, angularr grains fr
from
3.35 mm down in size andd was free of
o any clay pparticles. The overrburden wass graded to a fiftieth sccale
classs 6F2 granuular materiaal. A class 6F2
6 materiaal is
typiccally crusheed concretee with partiicle sizes fr
from
75 mm
m down tto dust (M
Manual of Contract
C
Doocumentts for Highhway Workks: Volume 1, 2009). The
uppeer and loweer bound grading
g
curves have bbeen
scaleed to 50g annd plotted in
i Figure 1. It follows that
the ideal class 66F2 gradingg curve lies in betweenn the
limitting curves. The actuall grading cu
urve for the materiaal used for this testingg series is also
a
presennted.
This curve doess not repliccate the ideal grading owing to
t a lack off specific paarticle sizess. Howeverr the
grad
ding curve fo
for the materrial used caan be classedd as
1:50 scale 6F2 since is fallls between
n the upper and
loweer bounds.

uree 2. A loadiing beam w
was attached
d to each casing
via Omega 5 kN miniatu
ture load ceells which were
pro
ovided with universal j oints on eitther side (F
Figure
2). This design
n feature alllowed any bending
b
genneratnment to bee accounted
d for, and hence
h
ed by misalign
onlly axial load
d was measuured.

Figu
ure 2. Apparattus setup.

The
T pile cassings were m
manufactureed from stanndard
316
6 stainless steel tube.. The exterrnal faces were
san
nd blasted to give the casings a uniformly
u
r
rough
surface. Since the tests w
were modelliing extraction of
the casing imm
mediately poost concretiing of the pile, it
y to model the wet concrete presssures
wass necessary
exeerted on th
he inside of the casing. This was
ach
hieved with
h latex tubees that werre manufacctured
witth a sealed end
e and to which a thiin layer of Fraction
n C Leighto
on Buzzard sand was glued
g
(Figurre 3).
Thee membranees were insttalled insidee the casinggs and
filleed with a Fraction
F
EL
Leighton Bu
uzzard sandd and
watter. The water and sandd inside thee latex tubess was
con
nsidered to simulate tthe hydrosttatic pressuure of
the wet concrrete whereaas the sand on the extterior
face of the tub
be was akin to the frictiion generateed by
the aggregate within
w
the cconcrete.

Figurre 1. Scale classs 6F2 gradingg curve.

4 APPARATU
A
US
The apparatus ffor the expeeriments was an adaptaation
of a setup previiously used for the verttical loadingg of
ups (Rose, 2012)
2
and iss shown in F
Figmicrro pile group

Figu
ure 3. Sand co
overed latex m
membranes.

A 10 mm thick Perspex guide plate (Figure 4) was
manufactured with a good fit with the internal faces
of the strong box. This allowed accurate positioning
of the pile casings.
A series of cutters and guide collars were manufactured to allow the pile bores to be cut vertically
and in the correct position, and also support the casing before the granular material was placed.
Since the casings were being extracted from the
soil there were no concerns over end bearing effects.
In view of this, the distance between the bottom of
the sample and the bottom of the casing could be reduced to less than the 5d typically used in pile model
tests to avoid end bearing effects (Craig, 1995). This
was beneficial to the project since it allowed the actuator to be mounted high on the strong box and
hence allowed for most of the length of casing to be
extracted from the soil. The depth of clay used was
100 mm and this resulted in a worst case distance
between the base of the strong box and the bottom of
the casing of 2.3d.
A standpipe was used to set the water table level
with the top of the clay surface.

the clay (Figure 6), this was used to retain the granular material when it was placed. The model pile casings were then dropped through the top of the Perspex guide template down to the shelf in the clay
sample created earlier. The sand covered latex bags
were inserted into the pile bore and then filled with
the saturated sand. Once this operation had been
completed the granular material was placed. This
was placed in even layers through holes cut into the
Perspex template. It was necessary to keep the template in place until all of the granular material was
placed, as the 10-20 mm embedment of the pile casings into the clay was not considered sufficient to
temporarily hold the casing vertical.

5 TESTING PROCEDURE
The testing procedure can be summarised as follows:
1 With the model in-flight, flood the granular
layer with water and immediately drain to ensure uniform consolidation of the overburden.
2 Leave the model spinning at 50 g for 5 hours
to establish pore pressure equilibrium in the
clay layer. (The overburden remained unsaturated throughout the remainder of the test).
3 Extract all casings simultaneously.
Upon removal from the consolidation press the
clay sample was trimmed to the required level and
sealed using a small amount of silicon oil. A small
vertical drain 20 mm in diameter and 15 mm deep,
was cut into the top of the clay surface toward the
back of the box to allow quick drainage of the
granular layer following inundation immediately after spin up. A drain was connected to a remote solenoid valve via a port in a wall of the strong box.
The Perspex template was placed above the clay
and the guide collars pushed through the guides into
the clay. The collars served two functions, firstly to
accurately control the embedment of the casing and
secondly to provide a guide for when the pile was
bored out. The collars can be seen in Figure 4.
The pile was bored using thin walled steel tube
cutters using the collars as guides. The shelf left in
the clay when the collars were removed can be seen
in Figure 5. The Perspex template was then removed
from the clay surface and hung from the top of the
strongbox. A plywood former was placed on top of

Figure 4. Casing guide collars.

Figure 5. Shelf left in clay after removal of collar.

Once the granular material had been placed and
compacted the Perspex template was removed and
the casing extraction apparatus was attached to the
strong box. The load cells were lowered toward the
head of the casings and attached simply with a single
M6 bolt.
The package was installed onto the centrifuge
swing, a stand pipe was set up to maintain the water
table at the top of the clay whilst a second water feed

was used to provide water to the top of the granular
material.
When the centrifuge had reached 50 g the water
feed at the top of the sample was turned on allowing
the granular material to become fully saturated, this
was monitored by the on-board cameras. Once fully
saturated the solenoid valve was opened thus draining the granular layers. The motivation for doing this
was to assist in compacting the granular material and
helped to ensure consistent relative density throughout the model. The package was left in the centrifuge for 5 hours until the pore pressures within the
clay had become hydrostatic. At this point the model was ready for testing. The casings were extracted
at a rate of 10 mm/min and were extracted by approximately 140 mm. The displacement was measured by correlating the time in the data file to fixed
speed of the actuator.

6 TEST RESULTS
The results of a total of two centrifuge tests have
been conducted and the results are presented here.
Each centrifuge test consisted of four test sites and
hence a total of eight casing extraction tests were
carried out.
In each test two casings with 35 mm outer diameter (OD) and two casings with 17.5 mm OD were
used. Of these, one casing which had a clay embedment of 10 mm and the other an embedment of
20 mm. At prototype scale this is approximately
1800 mm and 900 mm outside diameter and clay
embedment of 500 mm and 1000 mm.
In Test A the granular overburden was set at
120 mm and reduced to 60 mm for Test B. This
scales to 6 m and 3 m respectively. The bulk unit
weight of the overburden measured after each tests
was 18.76 kN/m3 and 17.22 kN/m3 for Test A and B
respectively. The tests undertaken are summarised in
Table 1.
Test A - 120 mm overburden thickness
Casing diameter
Casing embedment in clay
35 mm
10 mm
20 mm
17.5 mm
10 mm
20 mm
Test B - 60 mm overburden thickness
Casing diameter
Casing embedment in clay
35 mm
10 mm
20 mm
17.5 mm
10 mm
20 mm
Table 1. - Summary of tests undertaken

Figure 6. Perspex template used to hold casing vertical.

Figure 7. Post-test deconstruction of the model.

Figure 7 shows the post-test deconstruction of the
model where the model casings and most of the
granular soil have been removed leaving the sand
covered rubber membranes protruding.

Figure 8 shows the load displacement curve for Test
B. As expected, the extraction force peaks early in
the test and this maximum force gradually decreases
as the casing is extracted and has less surface area in
contact with the soil. The spike in the extraction
force probably reduces as the fictional forces and
suctions are overcome. As predicted the largest diameter casing with the greatest embedment showed
the highest extraction force. The graph shows that by
doubling the embedment there is a marked increase
in the peak extraction force for both small and large
diameter casings.
Load displacement curves presented in Figure 9
are for Test A where the overburden was 120 mm
(twice that for Test B). The effective of doubling
embedment for both small and large casings can be
seen and is similar to that of Test B. The increased
overburden has had little effect on the shape of the
load displacement curve and seems to have only affected the magnitude of the extraction force.
For the purpose of casing extraction, for obvious
reasons, the most critical force is the peak force,
which occurs almost immediately after extraction

comm
mences. Taable 2 shows the peak extraction
e
fo
forces fo
or each test conducted.

Caasing dia x embedmentt
35 mm x 10 mm
35 mm x 20 mm
17.5 mm x 10 mm
17.5 mm x 20 mm

Increase in force
155 %
155 %
137 %
139 %

Tab
ble 3. – Effect of overburdenn.

The
T greaterr depth of overburden
n had a sliightly
greeater effect on
o the extraaction forcee required foor the
smaaller casing
g. The effeect of doub
bling the casing
emb
bedment in the clay froom 10 mm to
t 20 mm caan be
seeen in Table 4.
4

Figurre 8. Extraction force for 600 mm overburd
den test.

Caasing dia x overburdenn
35 mm x 60 mm
35 mm x 120 mm
17.5 mm x 60 mm
17.5 mm x 120 mm

Increase in force
119 %
119 %
150 %
152 %

Tab
ble 4. – Effect of clay embeddment.

Table
T
4 sug
ggests that tthe extractiion force onn the
smaaller diameter casing iis more heavily influeenced
by increased embedmentt in the clay than foor the
larg
ger diameter casing.

Figurre 9. Extraction force for 1220 mm overbu
urden test.

Diaameter Em
mbedment
(m
mm)
(mm)
35
35
35
35
17.5
1
17.5
1
17.5
1
17.5
1

10
10
20
20
10
10
20
20

Overburdeen
height
(mm)
60
120
60
120
60
120
60
120

Peakk
force (N
(N)
202.55
313.66
241.33
373.33
88.00
120.33
131.77
183.22

Tablee 2 - Peak extrraction forces..

7 DISCUSSIO
D
ON
It is clear from
m the tests conducted that the m
maximum
m extractionn force resuults from a combination
c
n of
the dead
d
weightt of the casiing, the frictional forcees in
the granular
g
annd clay maaterials and some sucttion.
The casing diam
meter, embbedment and
d the heighht of
overrburden havve all been varied. By comparing the
peak
k extraction forces from
m these variables, remaarkable consistenciies can be seen. The doubling
d
off the
overrburden heigght from 60 mm to 12
20 mm has the
follo
owing effectt on the peaak extraction
n force:

The
T Federaation of Piliing Specialiists (2010),, proposse a theoretical calculaation for thee total extraaction
forcce of the casing
c
by coonsidering the casing size,
emb
bedment an
nd overburdden. The method
m
takess into
acccount the folllowing conntributing faactors:
 The friction from the wet con
ncrete presssures,
c layer,
 the skiin friction aagainst the clay
 the skiin friction aagainst the sand
s
layer annd,
 the sellf-weight off the casing
Thee adhesion factor betw
ween the clay and the casing
wass taken as 0.2. The 6FF2 materiall is estimated to
hav
ve a critical state anglee of friction
n of 45°, annd the
coeefficient of friction bettween the wet
w concretee and
cassing or in th
his case the Leighton bu
uzzard sandd was
taken as 0.1. The
T FPS meethod does not
n make anny allow
wance for an
ny suction ggenerated by
b the extraaction
of the
t casing. Figure
F
10 shhows the th
heoretical exxtraction
n force for a 17.5 mm
m casing, em
mbedded 200 mm
witth a 60 mm overburdenn; also plottted is the measm
ureed extraction
n force withh displacem
ment. By com
mparing
g the two cu
urves it is eevident thaat the theoreetical
calcculation sh
hows reasonnable correelation to actual
a
testt data. The initial or ppeak force is
i slightly under
u
preedicted; the difference iis around 18%. Towarrd the
end
d of the test where thee casing is nearly fullyy extraccted the diffference betw
ween the th
heoretical prrediction
n and measu
ured extracttion force is marginal. This
can
n be reasonaably expectted as in thee latter stagges of
extraction the self-weightt of the casing is the domid
nan
nt resisting force.
f

cru
ushed limesttone overbuurden. In eaach test twoo casing
g diameters, each with a differing clay embeddment
werre used. The thickness of the 6F2 overburdenn varied between tests.
t
The rresults thatt were obtaained
werre consisten
nt and show
wed that th
he effect of doublin
ng the emb
bedment off the casin
ng into the clay
cau
used the peaak extractioon force to significantlly increase. Compaarisons havee been madee to the theooretical prediction of extractiion force and
a suggestt that
the theoreticaal calculatioons appearr to reasonnably
preedict the peaak extractionn force.
Figurre 10. Compaarison of theeoretical and actual extracction
force for 17.5 mm casing embeddded 20 mm in clay and 600 mm
in 6F2
2 overburden..

Figure 11 shoows the theoretical and
d measured test
data of the extraction forcee against diisplacementt for
a 35 mm casingg, embeddeed 20 mm, with
w a 120m
mm,
overrburden.
In
n comparisonn to Figure 10 the theo
oretical calcculation in Figure 11 over prredicts the peak forcee requireed to extraact the casinng. Moreov
ver, the diffferencees between the theorettical and measured currves
are significantly
s
y greater thaan for the 17.5mm
1
diaameter casing
c
with 60 mm of overburden
n. The initiaal or
peak
k force is sslightly oveer predicted
d; however this
diffeerence is aaround 14%
%. The beh
haviour woould
sugg
gest the theooretical extrraction forcce predictioon is
heav
vily influencce by the calculation
c
for
f the com
mponent of resistannce from thhe 6F2 material. Furthhermoree, it seems the theorettical calculaations reasoonably predict
p
the ppeak extracttion force.

9 FURTHER
F
WORK
To further inv
vestigate thee influence of each componen
nt of resistaance to exttraction a further
f
series of
testts is being planned.
p
It is proposed
d to considder an
inteermediate casing
c
size of 26 mm
m diameter with
clay
y embedmeents of 5, 110, 15, and
d 20 mm, with
w a
con
nstant overb
burden 120 mm of 6F2
2. It is envissaged
that this will give
g greater insight into
o how casinng diameter and em
mbedment innfluence thee total extraaction
forcce.
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